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We often remember the 1960s as a time of peace and love, but it was also a time of
assassinations, riots, and an unpopular war. Furthermore, more than three million people took to
the streets in violent antiwar and civil rights demonstrations during this decade. In The Incredible
'60s, renowned historian Jules Archer brings the glories and tragedies of the sixties to a new
generation, with a comprehensive history of sixties counterculture, the Vietnam War and the
resistance movement, civil rights, feminism, science, rock ’n’ roll, and more. Covering everything
from the Kennedy Era and the Freedom Riders to nuclear weapons and the Cold War, Archer
aims to make sure important history is not forgotten, and this is a story for young people?a story
about seeing what needs to be changed in the world and making that change happen.Jules
Archer traveled to distant parts of the globe in search of information, sometimes going back to
original sources. For this book he had dinner with Elvis Presley, had tea with two Australian
prime ministers, climbed a volcano via camel, and swum the Seine in Paris at midnight. His
adventurous spirit and enthusiasm will be contagious to young readers who may just leave their
own indelible mark on a future decade. Sky Pony Press is pleased to add this important and
thought-provoking piece of historical literature to its new Jules Archer History for Young Readers
series.



Historical texts can often reflect the time period in which they were written, and new information
is constantly being discovered. This book was originally published in 1986, and much has
changed since then. While every effort has been made to bring this book up to date, it is
important to consult multiple sources when doing research.All photographs from United Press
International.Copyright © 1986 by Jules ArcherForeword © 2015 by Sky Pony Press, an imprint
of Skyhorse PublishingFirst Sky Pony Press edition, 2015Photo credits: Phillip Galgiani, 78
(bottom); Ken Regan, 95 (top); Lyn Hemmerdinger, 137; NASA, 159, 160; Jeffrey Nightbyrd, 178
(bottom); all others, AP/Wide World PhotosAll rights reserved. No part of this book may be
reproduced in any manner without the express written consent of the publisher, except in the
case of brief excerpts in critical reviews or articles. All inquiries should be addressed to Sky Pony
Press, 307 West 36th Street, 11th Floor, New York, NY 10018.Sky Pony Press books may be
purchased in bulk at special discounts for sales promotion, corporate gifts, fund-raising, or
educational purposes. Special editions can also be created to specifications. For details, contact
the Special Sales Department, Sky Pony Press, 307 West 36th Street, 11th Floor, New York, NY
10018 or info@skyhorsepublishing.com.Sky Pony® is a registered trademark of Skyhorse
Publishing, Inc.®, a Delaware corporation.Visit our website at .10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1Library of
Congress Cataloging-in-Publication Data is available on file.Cover design by Brian
PetersonPrinted in the United States of AmericaIn memory of Eleanor Archer,Dr. Michael and
Elizabeth Archer,Dr. Dane and Mary Fran Archer,Dr. Kerry and Maureen Archer,and Dorothy
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Nightmare of Vietnam6 “Hell, No, We Won’t Go!”—The Resistance Movement7 A Different
Lifestyle—The Counterculture8 The Rock ‘n’ Roll Revolution9 They Changed America’s
Thinking—Artists and Writers10 The Sexual Revolution11 The Feminist Revolution12 New
Ways to Salvation13 The Cold War Gets Hotter14 Science Leaps into the Twenty-First
Century15 Defenders of Consumers and the Environment16 Revolution Now—The New
Left17 “America: Love It or Leave It!”—The New Right18 Aftermath—Consequences of the
SixtiesBIBLIOGRAPHY AND SUGGESTED FURTHER READINGINDEXFOREWORDReality
Was Incredible1960s America was made by adventure seekers. Some were insiders, in suits
and ties, holding government offices and wielding power, telling a story of America’s onward
march toward perfection. Others were outsiders in jeans, Army fatigues, and swirling colors, who
thought radical changes were needed to make justice and freedom prevail.America was, by and
large, on an adventure kick, as was the Soviet Union. In 1962, Soviet Premier Nikita Khrushchev
thought he could secretly place nuclear missiles in Cuba, but this adventure only drove John F.
Kennedy’s government to the brink of a war that could easily have destroyed humanity.
Meanwhile, America’s longest, most righteous adventure, in the minds of three successive
presidents, Kennedy, Johnson, and Nixon, was a war in Southeast Asia that ended up killing
some three million Vietnamese, as well as countless Laotians and Cambodians and more than



58,000 Americans. Communist regimes were gaining power in Southeast Asia, a fact that our
leaders feared would shift the political balance and undermine freedom. From the dominant
American point of view, Communism in Vietnam, led by Ho Chi Minh, was not an independent
nationalist force, rooted in a successful revolt against French colonial power, but an extension of
the Communism that ruled China and the Soviet Union. Consequently, our leaders felt that it was
the United States’ duty to intervene, although few of America’s allies agreed.The presidents who
made these decisions were still fixated on World War II. They believed they were fighting on the
side of good against absolute evil. So it came to pass that, in 1967, Vice President Hubert
Humphrey, formerly a liberal hero for his fight against white supremacy at home, told a military-
industrial conference that antiwar marchers were “incredibly ridiculous,” and boasted that
Vietnam would be “marked as the place where the family of man has gained the time it needed
to finally break through to a new era of hope and human development and justice . . . This is our
great adventure, and a wonderful one it is!”By the time the United States ceased bombing
Southeast Asia, it had dropped at least three times the tonnage of bombs that it dropped in all
theaters of war during World War II. In the end there were still Communist regimes that came to
power regardless of the US’s intervention, but Vietnam, Cambodia, and Laos suffered several
million mortalities.Jules Archer is right to remind us that for most of the decade, most of America
was in a complacent mood, unwilling to risk much for peace or equality. At the beginning, most
Americans felt no need for new civil rights laws even as white supremacy prevailed across the
South and blacks were terrorized with impunity. Still, small clusters of protesting risk-takers
inspired others, so that by 1963, some hundred thousand Americans risked life, limb, and liberty
to rally—almost always nonviolently—against white supremacy. Even when the killers were tried,
many were let off by all-white juries. In 1964, when the state of Mississippi declined to prosecute
the killers of civil rights workers James Chaney, Andrew Goodman, and Mickey Schwerner, and
a Federal jury was able to convict the killers of violating the civil rights of the three—by
murdering them—none of them served more than six years in prison.The civil rights movement
ballooned into a general counterforce challenging abusive and authoritarian institutions of all
sorts, from brutal police to a misguided military. The result was a complicated, decentralized,
and evolving social invention known as the movement, which was the creation of a quite different
set of adventurers. Many had grown up believing that standard-bearers like Hubert Humphrey
could be trusted to escort America into a future of equality, justice, and plenty. But as American
policies abroad became more recklessly violent, and domestic policies failed to keep pace with
demands for equality and dignity, the movement evolved toward distrust, cynicism, and militancy.
The movement, or New Left, did not consist of mountain climbers or white-water rafters but life
adventurers. They sought justice, knowing that massive and frequently brutal forces were poised
to stop them. But it was not only justice that drove them. They were also liberating themselves,
seeking to become their own kinds of citizens, unscripted, freed from the confinements of
ordinary life, ordinary careers, and Cold War normality.To the surprise of almost everyone, the
relative prosperity that emerged after World War II cushioned youthful rebellion—and backlash.



Sex, drugs, rock ‘n’ roll, fantasies of a million sorts went to work against the dominance of
American life by government, industrial overreach, male-centered families, corporate discipline,
and bureaucratic higher education. What became known as the counterculture overlapped with
the New Left, and in the course of the decade, its styles of revolt spread to new populations—
people of color, women, religious groupings, the military, gays—and an “environmentalist” or
“ecology” movement that opposed the wreckage of nature. Everywhere authorities lost their
legitimacy. Spiritual seekers upended conventional faith. Seekers of different sorts, artists and
thinkers in all fields, went all out, striving to devise language, imagery, and ritual that might be
inventive enough, to express new desires. At the same time, establishments of all sorts, and
ordinary conservatives, circled their wagons to fight off “weirdos” and “freaks.”The sixties were,
as Jules Archer says, “incredible” because America had been for too long telling itself false
stories. Because of the courage and conviction of the rebels, what erupted were essential
questions of how Americans ought to live and what they should value. Those questions remain
debatable and fresh because they go to the heart of who we are as a people.—Todd
Gitlin,author of The Sixties and Occupy NationINTRODUCTIONPhilip Trounstine, an editorial
writer for the San Jose Mercury News, states that conservatism on campus is becoming a
national trend, because college students are “less aware of history.” He explains that this is a
result of two factors. First, the history courses in most high schools don’t cover the twentieth
century, and second, the events in recent history which have most affected this year’s elections
occurred before today’s young voters were born. “This election, for the first time, involved voters
born after the assassination of John F. Kennedy. The only presidents they have known have
been Jimmy Carter and Ronald Reagan.”UCSC [University of California, Santa Cruz] Politics
Lecturer Rein Staal agrees that ignorance of history is widespread among college students
today. He recently asked his class who Benjamin Disraeli, the great British prime minister and
statesman, was. No one was able to respond. On Watergate, a more recent subject, he found
that only a few people could explain the break-in, the cover-up, and the political action that
ensued.Another writer, Haynes Johnson of The Washington Post, believes that this generation
of college students is becoming more conservative as a result of embracing the ideals of
materialism. “There is no social commitment. It is as if the ’60s never happened.” He also agrees
that the newest voters are unaware of history, and consequently have “no framework to judge
current political debates.” As a result, he says that if “Ronald Reagan states that he represents
the political positions of Franklin D. Roosevelt, Harry S. Truman, and John F. Kennedy, students
have no reason to disbelieve him.”This lack of knowledge, historical background, and
perspective of most high school and college students of the eighties is the reason for this book.
It is the hope of the author that, after reading it, young Americans will in future elections be able
to cast informed ballots that will be in their own best interests, whether they be for liberal or
conservative candidates.The reader is entitled to know my own background and perspective, in
order to evaluate my views.I was a teenager during the turbulent Depression years of the early
thirties. I witnessed angry demonstrations against widespread unemployment, hunger, and bank



foreclosures of homes, farms, and small businesses. Some corporations deputized ex-convicts
to beat up and even shoot workers on picket lines. I joined the Congress of Industrial
Organizations (CIO) to help organize underpaid white-collar office workers.The thirties were also
a time of great international danger. An Imperialist Japan had joined Nazi Germany and Fascist
Italy in military aggression to conquer the world. Young Americans like myself were aware that
we might soon be called upon to put on uniforms to defend our democracy. To work for a boycott
of the Fascist powers, I joined the American League Against War and Fascism.The stormy
thirties were exciting years for idealistic youth. We had the vision of a better world we hoped to
bring about by crusading for jobs for all; for honest trade unions to prevent the mistreatment of
labor; for aid to poor farmers and sharecroppers; for government assistance to the hungry,
homeless, and handicapped; and for stopping the war aims of the Rome-Berlin-Tokyo axis by
cutting off their military supplies.But like the youth of every decade, we of the thirties generation
also had our lighter moments. If we carried picket signs for our impassioned causes, we also
found time to swing and jitterbug to the jukebox records of Benny Goodman, Tommy Dorsey, and
Guy Lombardo. The thirties delighted us with such memorable songs as “Stardust,” “Stormy
Weather,” “The Very Thought of You,” “Thanks for the Memories,” and “Did You Ever See a
Dream Walking?”The attack on Pearl Harbor in 1941 found me already in uniform. I
subsequently spent four years in Australia, the jungles of New Guinea, and the Philippines,
serving both as a master sergeant in the Air Corps and as a war correspondent.World War II
changed the political climate in America. Our war ally, the Soviet Union, was subsequently
viewed as our rival and enemy. The rest of the forties found the nation alarmed by the specter of
Communist espionage. A newly elected conservative Congress passed punitive anti-Communist
laws that were used to harass liberals and trade-union leaders. During the fifties many
Americans hesitated to criticize any government action for fear of being labeled Communist or
“un-American.”But the sixties swung the pendulum back to the dynamic challenges of the
thirties. Once again, stormy years brought upheavals in America’s lifestyles, societal relations,
foreign policy, politics, laws, and attitudes toward government.My own experience in the thirties
led me to empathize with idealistic youth of the sixties who protested and demonstrated against
government policies and social credos that they perceived as unjust. With them I opposed the
Vietnam War. While I myself had willingly fought overseas for four years in what I believed to be a
just and necessary war of defense, I did not want my three draft-age sons to die in a war I
viewed as unjust, unnecessary, and unwise.The five years between 1963 and 1968 may have
been the stormiest in American history, except for the years of the Revolutionary and Civil Wars.
Over two million Americans took to the streets in antiwar demonstrations that resulted in over
nine thousand casualties, two hundred deaths, and seventy thousand arrests. Over a million
people marched in civil rights demonstrations, apart from those who took part in anti-Vietnam
protests, and another two hundred thousand participated in urban riots.Dissent was in the air.
Other challenges to the status quo were mounted by an aroused consumer movement, as well
as by Americans alarmed by industry’s pollution of the environment. Liberals and left-wingers



also protested the government’s cold war tactics, warning that they could heat up to nuclear
war.Toward the end of the decade, Richard M. Nixon sought the presidency by appealing to the
“silent majority”—millions of mostly older Americans upset by rejection of their values by the
young. Puzzled by the rebelliousness of students they had sent to the best universities, many
parents were indignant at being confronted by alternate lifestyles and opposing ideas. Nixon
promised to impose “law and order” on the generation that had spurned respect for authority,
duty, and patriotism.In many respects, the sixties were a decade of experimentation with new
ways to live one’s life that influenced all aspects of the American scene. Young middle class
rebels, disillusioned with the lifestyles of their parents, rejected traditional values such as the use
of competition to win personal gain. Many opted instead for cooperating to build a more loving
society.Questioning the sexual codes of their elders, they developed their own moral values.
They opposed bulldozers that destroyed woods to clear the land for new shopping centers.
Calling their decade the “age of Aquarius,” they acclaimed spiritual values on earth as more
important than the exploration of space.America had never seemed so polarized. With Nixon’s
election, America entered a new conservative period marked by violations of civil liberties that
drove the generations, as well as blacks and whites, even further apart.Some social scientists
have suggested that waves of liberalism and conservatism occur in our nation at thirty-year
intervals—thus, the conservative twenties, fifties, and eighties; and the liberal thirties and
sixties.If that analysis is valid, this record of the sixties may forecast what our society will be like
in the future. And if we fail to learn from the mistakes of our past, we may well be doomed to
repeat them.—Jules ArcherSanta Cruz, CaliforniaONEKent State—The Tragedy That Shook the
NationIt is a beautiful spring morning in 1970. Monday, May 4, is a day that twenty thousand
students at Ohio’s Kent State University will remember in horror and sorrow for the rest of their
lives.When the 10:45 classes end, several thousand students pour out across the rolling
campus. Some six hundred gather for a peaceful demonstration against the unpopular war in
Vietnam. They protest President Nixon’s violation of his promise to end the war, instead
widening it by ordering American troops to invade neighboring Cambodia, a neutral
nation.Antiwar turbulence in Kent has days before led Governor James A. Rhodes to rush the
Ohio National Guard to the town, then onto the campus. In full military regalia they now march up
Blanket Hill and turn toward the peace rally. The students watch their advance in dismay,
stunned that military force has invaded their campus.They listen incredulously as campus police
officer Harold E. Rice shouts through a bullhorn: “Attention! This assembly is unlawful! This is an
order—disperse immediately!”Indignant at what they see as a denial of their First Amendment
right to assemble peaceably, many students boo and shout catcalls.At 11:55, Guard
commander General Robert H. Canterbury orders his troops, “Prepare to move out and disperse
this mob.”The guardsmen lock and load their rifles with high-velocity, large caliber bullets that
can tear clean through a body. Armed also with tear gas canisters, they don gas masks and fix
bayonets to their rifles.“General,” a shocked faculty member protests to Canterbury, “you must
not march against the students!”“These students are going to have to find out,” the general



replies grimly, “what law and order is all about.”At noon the troops press forward with bayonets
outthrust as they fire tear gas at the students. Gasping, choking, and weeping, the students
scatter, reviling the guardsmen: “Toy soldiers! Murderers! Weekend warriors! Fascists!”A few
infuriated students express their frustration by hurling rocks and stones, but they are too far
away from the troops for their missiles to have any serious effect.Many students forced to flee
are not even demonstrators, but simply onlookers or passersby on their way across campus to
the next class. One is Sandra Scheuer, who earlier warned a friend not to get involved in the
antiwar demonstration. Another is Bill Schroeder, so far from being an antiwar activist that he’s
the outstanding sophomore in the Kent State Reserve Officers’ Training Corps (ROTC).Yet these
two are fated to share the destiny of two other students who are demonstrating—beautiful
Allison Krause, an honors student planning a career helping emotionally disturbed children, and
Jeffrey Miller, described by his friends as “ready to help you any time you needed him.”At 12:05,
General Canterbury orders his men to advance downhill against the retreating students and
clear the campus. The guardsmen pause when they reach the football practice field. The
students closest to them now are in a parking lot more than thirty yards away. Allison Krause is
among indignant students who shout angry insults at their pursuers.The guardsmen respond by
using grenade launchers to fire more tear gas. A few students hurl some canisters back, while
others fling stones. But few missiles reach the guardsmen, who are ordered to kneel and aim
their rifles at the students. They hold their fire when a second order is given to retreat up the hill
and regroup with other Guard units on campus.Students follow them, shouting taunts. At first the
guardsmen ignore them, continuing to march back up the hill.Suddenly the men of Troop G
pause and wheel around, rifles upraised. At 12:24, one of them, possibly an officer, fires his
weapon. This is immediately followed by a staccato sound like a series of giant firecrackers
exploding. Twenty-eight guardsmen fire fifty-five rifle bursts, five pistol shots, and a shotgun blast
at students over a hundred yards away in the parking lot.When echoes of the fusillade fade
away, thirteen bodies are sprawled on the ground. Nine students are wounded. Four are dead—
Allison Krause, Bill Schroeder, Sandra Scheuer, and Jeffrey Miller. Of the thirteen who were
shot, only two have been hit frontally. Seven have bullets in their sides and four in their backs,
proving they were not advancing but fleeing.One young guardsman is horrified by the spectacle.
Falling to the ground and tossing hysterically, he cries out, “I just shot two teenagers!” The other
guardsmen march off up the hill, leaving the dead and wounded behind.“I saw the kids fall,” art
major Lucia Perry, 18, subsequently relates, “and I looked out at the crowd and there were
people carrying, you know, people with blood all over them down the hill, and I just couldn’t
believe it. I’ve never seen people so mad and so horrified.”What events of the sixties had led up
to the incredible murder of four American students on an American college campus by American
troops?Throughout most of the sixties, the United States had waged an undeclared war against
the small Southeast Asian country of North Vietnam. Year after year, as more and more
American youths were drafted to fight, casualties mounted alarmingly. A growing antiwar
movement demanded that the conflict be brought to an end. “The gradual shift of Vietnam



sentiment from hawk to dove, first in the Senate and then more grudgingly in the House, was
heavily influenced by constituent mail,” noted The New York Times correspondent Warren
Weaver, Jr.But Presidents Lyndon B. Johnson and then Richard M. Nixon persisted in seeking a
military victory.On April 20, 1970, President Nixon assured the nation that he was doing
everything possible to bring the war in Vietnam to a negotiated end. But ten days later he went
on TV to reveal that he had ordered American forces to invade neutral Cambodia to clean out
enemy hideouts. He had not done so during the first five years of his term, he explained,
“because we did not wish to violate the territory of a neutral nation.” This assertion was branded
untrue by foreign correspondents, who revealed that Nixon had authorized no less than 3,875
secret air strikes against Cambodia during the previous fourteen months.The president’s
revelation that he was escalating the war instead of ending it sparked a rash of civil disorders
greater than any the nation had experienced in this century.Thirty-seven college and university
presidents signed a letter to Nixon demanding that he take immediate steps to end the war.
Campuses all over America erupted in huge demonstrations, some accompanied by bombings
and other violence to “bring the war home” to the Nixon administration. Nixon reacted bitterly in a
speech to civilian employees at the Pentagon. “You see these bums, you know,” he told them,
“blowing up the campuses today [who] are the luckiest people in the world, going to the greatest
universities, and here they are . . . storming around this issue.”Vice President Spiro Agnew
lashed out at antiwar demonstrators as the equivalent of Nazi storm troopers or Ku Klux
Klansmen, urging the public to “act accordingly” in dealing with them.On Saturday, May 2,
antimilitary fervor ran high on the Kent State campus. That evening a crowd of some two
thousand student demonstrators were exhorted to attack the campus’s empty ROTC building
and set it aflame. When local firemen tried to quench the fire, students cut their hoses.General
Canterbury arrived in Kent with about three thousand National Guardsmen. He was
accompanied by General Sylvester Del Corso, the Guard adjutant, who ordered, “Shoot any
rioter who cuts a fire hose!” But the ROTC building burned to the ground.Students cheered. “I
was glad it burned,” junior Rita Rubin said later. “I’m against the war in Vietnam. I’m against
anyone getting military training on a college campus. We’ve been trying to end ROTC for a year,
and burning down the building was a reasonable answer to an administration that doesn’t listen
to its students.”But the student body was shocked when the guardsmen moved onto the campus
in armored personnel carriers, army trucks, and jeeps, arrayed in full battle gear.Twenty-three
members of the faculty issued an indignant protest: “The appearance of armed troops on the
campus of Kent State University is an appalling sight. . . . The president of the United States
commits an illegal act of war and refers to his opposition as ‘bums.’ That students and faculty
and, indeed, all thinking people reject his position is not only rational but patriotic. True, burning
a building at Kent State University is no joke; we reject such tactics. Yet the burning of an ROTC
building is no accident. We deplore this violence but we feel it must be viewed in the larger
context of the daily burning of buildings and people by our government in Vietnam, Laos, and
now, Cambodia.”National Guardsmen throw tear gas at demonstrating students on the campus



of Kent State University. Students were protesting President Nixon’s invasion of Cambodia. This
invasion triggered more college protests than any other incident in US history. One and a half
million students and over a thousand campuses were involved.On Sunday, May 3, Governor
Rhodes arrived in Kent by helicopter. At a news conference broadcast to the guardsmen as well
as to all Ohioans, he attacked “dissident groups and their allies.” He vowed, “We’re going to use
every weapon of the law-enforcement agencies of Ohio to drive them out of Kent. . . . They’re the
worst type of people that we harbor in America.”Robert I. White, the university’s president, later
suggested that the governor’s threats were politically motivated. Polls showed him likely to lose
his bid for the Republican senatorial nomination that was only “two days away from a primary
that would end his political career.” Rhodes, said White, was “desperately riding a last-minute
law and order campaign train.”At 7:10 P.M., some seven hundred students gathered on campus
to protest both the war and the guardsmen’s presence on their campus. A Guard officer ordered
them to disperse. When they refused, guardsmen hurled tear gas at them. Reeling and choking,
they fled. Some two hundred surged into town, where they continued their defiance by sitting
down in the street. Guardsmen stabbed seven students with bayonets; two had to be
hospitalized.Blood flows from the body of a student killed at Kent State University on May 4,
1970. Four students died during a confrontation between antiwar demonstrators and National
Guardsmen.One was a girl who had taken no part in the demonstration. She later testified, “I
saw their faces. There was hate; and it was coming towards me in the form of swinging rifle butts
and bayonets. They were yelling, ‘Get back, get back!’ Get back to where, I do not know. . . .
There was nowhere to go—we were encircled by guardsmen. There was no provocation. . . . I
was bayoneted in the lower abdomen and in the right leg.”The guardsmen drove the students
back to the campus, pursuing them with tear gas. The propellers of a helicopter overhead swept
the fumes into dormitories. When gasping students fled the buildings, guardsmen chased them
back in. That night fifty-one students were arrested for violating a curfew that many had not
heard about.Those were the turbulent events that had led up to the murder of four Kent State
students the following day.__________The FBI sent agents to investigate the killings. The
guardsmen insisted that they had fired their weapons only because their lives had been
endangered by the demonstrating students.General Canterbury declared that a “charging mob”
had come within four or five yards of the Guard just before the shooting. But pictures taken by
news photographers at the moment the Guard fired showed that only three students were
anywhere near the Guard, the closest over twenty-three yards away. The nearest of those killed,
Jeffrey Miller, had been over eighty-five yards distant from the Guard when he was shot.One
guardsman admitted to a reporter from the Knight newspaper chain, “The guys have been
saying that we got to get together and stick to the same story—that it was either our lives or
them, a matter of survival.”The FBI reported, “Six guardsmen, including two sergeants and
Captain Srp of Troop G, stated pointedly that the lives of the members of the Guard were not in
danger and that it was not a shooting situation. . . . We have reason to believe that the claim by
the National Guard that their lives were endangered by the students was fabricated subsequent



to the events.”Even Vice President Spiro Agnew, who had urged repressing antiwar
demonstrators, stated, “It’s not premeditated, but it’s a murder and certainly can’t be condoned.”
“I don’t condone their action. They responded with far too much force than they should have
[sic].”Nevertheless, President Nixon held the students responsible. “This should remind us all
once again,” he said, “that when dissent turns to violence, it invites tragedy.” Despite having
witnessed the event on TV newscasts, 60 percent of the public condoned the shooting,
according to a Newsweek poll.A shock wave swept across the nation’s campuses. Eleven days
after the Kent State deaths, two more demonstrating students were killed at Jackson State
College in Mississippi by police and highway patrolmen.Over 450 colleges and universities shut
down in protest over these murders, the first sustained national strike in the history of American
higher education. Some infuriated students set fire to ROTC campus buildings, while others
inflicted damage on military property at their universities. In that turbulent year, over 7,200
students were arrested during antiwar demonstrations.Resistance surfaced even within the
Nixon administration itself. Health, Education, and Welfare (HEW) Secretary Robert Finch
charged that Agnew’s fiery speeches against college students had contributed to “heating up
the climate in which the Kent State students were killed.”In a letter made public, Secretary of the
Interior Walter J. Hickel reminded the president that the British Empire had made a mistake in
1775 by refusing to listen to the violent protest of young men in its American colonies. “The
outcome is history,” he wrote. “My point is, if we read history, it clearly shows that youth in its
protest must be heard.” Soon, Hickel was fired by President Nixon.“America was in anguish last
week,” Max Frankel wrote in The New York Times, “her population divided, her campuses
closed, her capital shaken, her government confused, her president perplexed.”Former HEW
Secretary John Gardner declared, “The nation disintegrates. I use the phrase soberly.”Hoping to
calm the rising storm of opposition, President Nixon appointed a commission, headed by former
Pennsylvania Governor William Scranton, to investigate the Kent State shootings and causes of
campus unrest.The Scranton Commission found that the shootings had been “unnecessary,
unwarranted, and inexcusable,” especially since the demonstration had been a “peaceful
assembly” that the guardsmen had had no right to order dispersed.The commission took a
strong stand against violence, whether committed by students or agents of the law: “Students
who bomb and burn are criminals. Police and National Guardsmen who needlessly shoot or
assault students are criminals. All who applaud these criminal acts share in the evil.” The
commission went on to deplore the tragic effects of persisting in the Vietnam War: “The crisis on
American campuses has no parallel in the history of the nation. This crisis has roots in divisions
of American society as deep as any since the Civil War . . . [and] reflects and increases a more
profound crisis in the nation as a whole.”Taking a poll of students, the commission revealed that
75 percent, most of them previously political moderates, now professed themselves
disenchanted with the American system and felt it needed basic changes. They blamed the
Nixon administration for widening the war, sabotaging civil rights, and responding to protest only
with violence against demonstrators.Despite the outrage of the dead students’ parents, an Ohio



grand jury refused to indict any of the guardsmen for the Kent State murders. Ohio’s Senator
Stephen M. Young called the grand jury’s decision “a fraud and a fakery.”How had the state of
affairs in the United States of America deteriorated to the point that the nation appeared to be
coming apart at the seams? Why were millions of angry young people alienated from a baffled
older generation?The killings at Kent State were the culmination of all the dramatic events that
had occurred during the decade leading up to it—the incredible sixties, the stormy years that
changed America.TWOThe Camelot Years—The Kennedy EraThey were a fairy tale couple. He
was the youngest, handsomest man ever elected to the presidency. She was the youngest,
prettiest, most elegant First Lady in modern times. When the stylish young couple made a
presidential tour of Europe, she dazzled the French press, which gave her the lion’s share of
attention. At a diplomatic luncheon, President John Kennedy introduced himself dryly as “the
man who accompanied Jacqueline Kennedy to Paris.”The Kennedy style was exemplified on a
frosty winter morning when demonstrators picketed the White House with signs demanding,
“Ban the Bomb!” Instead of ignoring them, President Kennedy had coffee sent out to the freezing
picketers. Months later, he invited one of the demonstrators, a nuclear scientist, to a White
House dinner attended by many distinguished intellectuals.“Never before has there been so
much brilliance assembled under the roof of the White House,” Kennedy told his guests with a
smile, “since Thomas Jefferson dined here alone.” The nation had grown somewhat bored and
restless under two Republican terms of the bland, conservative Dwight D. Eisenhower
administration, and in 1960 voters elected, by a narrow margin, a Democratic candidate who
promised to “get America moving again”—forty-three-year-old Massachusetts Senator John
Fitzgerald Kennedy.Kennedy’s personality had a superstar quality missing in his Republican
opponent—Vice President Richard M. Nixon. This difference was highlighted in a series of
televised debates between the two candidates. Kennedy came across to many viewers as
youthful, charming, charismatic, sexy, earnest, witty, cool, but dynamic. The Nixon whom
Americans saw on TV seemed awkward, ill at ease, pugnacious, humorless, and insincere. The
election process, cartoonist-writer Jules Feiffer observed wryly, had “become much more of a
Mr. America contest than a contest having to do with the quality of the individual.”The idea of
electing a young president was immensely appealing to young Americans. Young people had
begun to wield enormous influence over trends in dress, grooming, music, dancing, life-style—
and elections. Young people felt that Kennedy was fired by the same high ideals of peace and
social justice that inspired them.Apart from his attractive personality, Kennedy appealed to many
young people as a romantic figure. As commander of an ill-fated PT boat in the Pacific, he had
saved the lives of several of his men. In addition to being a war hero, he had married beautiful,
fashionable Jacqueline Bouvier. The glamorous Kennedys were the American version of a royal
family, the most stylish, admired couple in Washington’s social circles.Cultured and intelligent,
they caused author John Steinbeck to exult when they took up residence in the White House:
“What a joy that literacy is no longer . . . evidence of treason.”Intellectuals were delighted with a
president whose book, Profiles in Courage, had won a Pulitzer Prize, and who invited 155



writers, artists, and scientists to his inauguration. Sports-loving Americans were impressed with
a president who loved to hike and play touch football on the White House lawn.Making way for
the new president-elect, outgoing President Eisenhower startled his conservative adherents with
his farewell address. He warned the nation against business lobbies greedy for government
munitions contracts and fat profits.“We must guard against the acquisition of unwarranted
influence . . . by the military-industrial complex,” he cautioned. “The potential for the disastrous
rise of misplaced power exists and will persist. We must never let the weight of this combination
endanger our liberties or democratic processes.”Inaugurated on January 20, 1961, Kennedy
declared, “The torch has been passed to a new generation of Americans.” Pledging his
administration to preserving human rights and liberty at home and abroad, he promised also to
ease world tensions by resuming arms-reduction talks with the Soviet Union. “Let us never
negotiate out of fear,” he said, “but let us never fear to negotiate.”He called the challenges facing
his administration a “New Frontier,” which he proposed to explore boldly, promising to seek “a
grand and global alliance to combat tyranny, poverty, disease, and war.” American youth thrilled
when he cried, “To those people in the huts and villages of half the globe struggling to break the
bonds of mass misery, we pledge our best efforts to help themselves for whatever period is
required—not because the Communists may be doing it, not because we seek their votes, but
because it is right. If a free society cannot help the many who are poor, it cannot save the few
who are rich.” Calling for idealistic sacrifices by Americans, he demanded, “Ask not what your
country can do for you; ask what you can do for your country!”Tens of thousands of enthusiastic
young Americans rallied to Kennedy’s crusade. Others volunteered for a new Peace Corps
created by Kennedy’s executive order on March 1. They went abroad to underdeveloped third
world countries to help the poor build schools, hospitals, roads, and health services and improve
their living standards.“It will not be easy,” Kennedy warned. “None of the men and women will be
paid a salary. They will live at the same level as the citizens of the country which they are sent to,
doing the same work, eating the same food, speaking the same language. . . . I am hopeful that
this will be a source of satisfaction to Americans and a contribution to world peace.”Working in
forty-six countries, the Peace Corps brightened the image of America in the Third World, where
the United States was often viewed, in Senator William Fulbright’s phrase, as an “arrogant
power” that supported unpopular dictatorships. Significantly, when diplomat Averill Harriman
visited a village in India that had neither electricity nor plumbing, he found Kennedy’s picture
pasted prominently on a wall.Kennedy also organized the Alliance for Progress, a cooperative
program to help Latin American countries develop economically. Side by side with the Peace
Corps, it helped convince America’s Spanish-speaking neighbors to the south that the US was
sincerely concerned about poverty in Latin America.Kennedy was also passionate about poverty
at home. After visiting the tar-paper shacks of West Virginia miners, he urged that the
government take responsibility for the poor in economically depressed areas. Congress passed
his plan for aiding them. He also persuaded Congress to raise the minimum wage.American
college youth tended to trust a young president who surrounded himself with advisers who were



Harvard intellectuals, rather than corporation lawyers or businessmen.“The past eight years had
been Eisenhower and Nixon and the Silent Generation of the ’50s,” observed Richard Celeste, a
Peace Corps official. “You got put to sleep. And then here was a kind of human magnet who
attracted people who wanted to make a difference. . . . I saw him as a tough, ambitious, attractive
politician who . . . was going to shape history.”Gloria Steinem called the Kennedy years the only
time she and others her age felt connected to the government. “Since then,” she wrote later, “I
have never felt the government belonged to me.”Meanwhile, many young people, wishing to
work independently but thinking that the new administration could be moved to support equal
rights, flocked into the domestic struggle against white supremacy, especially in the South. Black
civil rights worker John Lewis, chairman of the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee
(SNCC) in 1961, admired Kennedy as a staunch champion of black demonstrators who sought
to integrate restaurants and other public places.“Probably for the first time in modern American
history,” he declared, “we felt, ‘Well, we have a friend in the White House’. . . . When someone
asked him about the civil rights sit-ins . . . he said, ‘By sitting down, these young people are
standing up for the very best in the American tradition.’”The popular Kennedy style gave him the
aura of a TV celebrity. Especially in Northern and Western cities, many Americans welcomed the
new atmosphere in the White House as a breath of fresh air.On January 20, 1961, Chief Justice
Earl Warren administers the presidential oath of office to John F. Kennedy in Washington. A war
hero and a graduate of Harvard University, Kennedy came from a wealthy Irish-American family,
and he had won the Pulitzer Prize in 1957 for his book Profiles in Courage.Widow Jacqueline
walks with her brother-in-law Robert at the funeral of assassinated US President John F.
Kennedy.Kennedy’s dashing image led many political cartoonists to visualize him as a modern-
day King Arthur, with his wife in the role of Lady Guinevere, or as another hero figure from
bygone days. “I believe President Kennedy will be regarded for many years as the Pericles of a
golden age,” his aide Fred Dutton mused after Kennedy’s death. “He wasn’t Pericles and the age
wasn’t golden, but that doesn’t matter—it’s caught hold.”Foreign correspondent Larry Newman
declared, “Whatever he had, it was real and it was magic. . . . I thoroughly loved John Kennedy
because he brought his country together in a way I hadn’t seen in my time.”Washington
columnist Joseph Alsop wryly considered the Camelot image of the Kennedy era “a third-rate
cliché,” but nevertheless he acknowledged, “It was a marvelously cheerful time, and you could
have hope—a lot of hope—for the future.”In most respects, Kennedy’s foreign policy decisions
and his domestic accomplishments were undistinguished, except for his support of civil rights.
Indeed, the world will never know what Kennedy would have accomplished, as his term in office
was cut short on November 22, 1963.Kennedy had planned a visit to Texas to win delegates for
his renomination. White House aides were uneasy about this decision because a few weeks
earlier, when UN Ambassador Adlai Stevenson had visited Dallas to celebrate United Nations
Day, he had been physically attacked by a screaming mob led by Major General Edwin A.
Walker, a John Birch Society member removed from his army command for indoctrinating his
troops abroad with right wing propaganda.On November 21, handbills were distributed



throughout Dallas carrying Kennedy’s photo under the headline: WANTED FOR TREASON
AGAINST THE UNITED STATES. Next day, when Kennedy was scheduled to arrive in the city, a
full-page ad appeared in the Dallas Morning News, placed by a right wing “American Fact-
Finding Committee.” It accused the president of being pro-Communist.Jackie Kennedy
expressed alarm for her husband’s safety. He only shrugged and said, “If someone wants to
shoot me from a window with a rifle, nobody can stop it.” When they arrived in Dallas, the
Kennedys were taken on a tour of the city in an open limousine with Texas Governor John
Connally and his wife. Spectators lining their route cheered. “No one can say Dallas doesn’t love
and respect you, Mister President,” said Mrs. Connally.“You sure can’t,” he agreed.Seconds later
the motorcade swept past the Texas School Book Depository, where former US Marine Lee
Harvey Oswald was concealed on the sixth floor with a high-powered rifle. To the horror of
millions of Americans watching the event on NBC-TV, Oswald opened fire.The president
reached for his throat. “My God,” he gasped, “I’m hit!”Other shots killed him and severely
wounded Governor Connally in the front seat. Spectators screamed, ran, and dived to the grass.
The motorcade sped ahead, with Jackie Kennedy holding her blood-spattered husband and
weeping.Two hours later, Vice President Lyndon B. Johnson took the oath of office as the new
president.The assassin Oswald escaped, but he was caught after killing a policeman who
stopped him. His motives were, and remain, unclear. But he didn’t live to speak about what he
had done. Two days later, while in police custody, he was shot and killed by Jack Ruby, a Dallas
nightclub owner. This assassination was also seen by millions on a live TV newscast. Ruby was
convicted of murder and sentenced to death, but he died of cancer in prison.The reverberations
of the tragedy were profound. The whole nation and much of the world were plunged into grief at
the loss of the young president who had symbolized the era of a new, American Camelot, who
had filled the nation with new vigor and an exciting idealism. The young were especially
devastated because Kennedy had answered their need for heroes.“For a time,” writer Norman
Mailer said, “we felt the country was ours.” He added sadly, “Now it’s theirs again.”But Kennedy’s
great contribution remained behind—the exciting new spirit of idealism he’d inspired in the
country. He set the tone for the sixties—galvanizing great change by encouraging American
youth to get involved in solving the nation’s problems.THREETurning the South Around—The
Freedom RidersThousands of angry white Southerners, including students, are gathered on the
campus of the all-white University of Mississippi in Oxford on September 30, 1962. They are
there to prevent the enrollment of the first black student, even though James Meredith’s right to
enter “Ole Miss” has been upheld by the Supreme Court.Governor Ross Barnett has vowed to
“stand in the doorway” to bar Meredith’s admission. However, in a private phone call to Attorney
General Robert F. Kennedy, the president’s brother, Barnett promised, “There won’t be any
violence . . . no one will be armed.” But Robert Kennedy considers Meredith’s life to be in danger,
and he has ordered two hundred federal marshals to protect him.The sullen mob spits and jeers
at the marshals as they escort Meredith to the administration building. One marshal is hit by a
homemade firebomb that fails to explode. A second bomb crashes against an army truck,



sending it up in flames. One marshal is hit by an uncapped bottle of acid and badly burned. The
marshals use tear gas to move back the violent mob.A newsman on the scene turns his car
radio loud as President Kennedy broadcasts an appeal to the university’s white students. “The
eyes of the nation and all of the world are upon you and upon all of us,” the president reminds
them. “And the honor of your university—and state—are in the balance.”But the enraged rioters
stone the newsman’s car, smashing its windows. Some rioters begin shooting at the marshals,
who dive for cover. The two hundred National Guardsmen who rush onto campus are met with a
hail of bricks and firebombs. One brick breaks the commander’s arm. Snipers fire at the
guardsmen’s jeeps, wounding thirteen men. The mob also sets faculty cars ablaze to hinder the
arrival of sixteen thousand federal troops sent by the president.The mob attacks them with
bricks, rocks, and firebombs. Advancing through curtains of gasoline flames, the troops at last
drive off the rioters. When the fifteen-hour seige is over, two men are dead, over eighty
wounded.All this happens because a young, black American citizen named James Meredith
believed that the Constitution gave him the right to seek an education at the University of
Mississippi.The stormy civil rights events of the sixties were precipitated by a Supreme Court
ruling on May 17, 1954, in the case of Brown v. Board of Education. Racial segregation in public
schools was held to be unconstitutional by the ruling, which required all to be integrated. Millions
of infuriated Southern whites feared that this nullification of traditional, discriminatory Jim Crow
laws would create a mingling of blacks and whites leading to intermarriage.In July of that year,
White Citizens’ Councils were formed in Mississippi to resist the court’s decision, which was
labeled a plot to “Communize our government.” Senator James Eastland told them, “You are not
required to obey any court which passes out such a ruling. In fact, you are obligated to defy
it.”For five years, White Citizens’ Councils in the South organized resistance against all attempts
to abolish Jim Crow laws. President Eisenhower was forced to send federal troops to occupy a
high school in Little Rock, Arkansas, to compel the admission of black students.In 1957, an
eloquent black leader, the Reverend Martin Luther King, Jr., organized the Southern Christian
Leadership Conference (SCLC) to mount peaceful demonstrations demanding civil rights.As the
sixties dawned, four black freshmen at a Greensboro, North Carolina, college decided to
challenge a local law that forbade them to join whites at the town’s eating places. On February 1,
1960, inspired by Dr. King’s demonstrations, the four bought toothpaste at the local Woolworth’s,
then ordered coffee at the lunch counter. When the waitress refused to serve them, they quietly
kept their seats until the store closed.Next day they returned with sixteen other black students,
who also sat and waited for counter service until closing time. One day later they returned with
fifty students, including sympathetic whites from a nearby women’s college. By the weekend,
several hundred well dressed black and white students, many carrying Bibles, were
demonstrating at Woolworth’s and also at an adjacent Kress store.The news story won national
attention. “Sit-in” demonstrations began to spread to Northern as well as Southern restaurants
that refused to serve blacks. In the North, many were organized by the Congress of Racial
Equality (CORE), an interracial organization founded in 1942. In some Southern states, blacks



and white supporters were arrested for declining to leave restaurants that had denied them
service.All through 1960, protests were mounted by young people of both races against
discriminatory practices, not only in restaurants, but also in hotels, parks, playgrounds,
swimming beaches, libraries, and theaters. Almost a hundred thousand civil rights activists
sought to integrate public places in over a hundred Southern and border-state cities. Between
1960 and 1963, some twenty-four thousand demonstrators were arrested by the police.Although
the demonstrations were generally peaceful, many were met with violence. In Jacksonville,
Florida, one person was killed and seventy injured during a three-day riot instigated by white
supremacist Ku Klux Klansmen, who pistol-whipped a sixteen-year-old boy. At a sit-in in
Houston, Texas, one black was stabbed. Another was flogged with a chain by three white men
who carved the initials “KKK” on his chest and stomach.In Raleigh, North Carolina, 126 college
student delegates formed the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee (SNCC) in April
1960. As their name indicated, they sought to change the unjust treatment of blacks through
peaceful demonstrations. But they encountered bombs in Georgia, brutality in Alabama, and
murder in Mississippi.Meanwhile, Congress was being prodded into legislating peaceful change
by enforcing the right of blacks to vote. The Civil Rights Act of 1960, signed by President
Eisenhower, provided for federal voting referees in states that barred blacks from the polls by
one subterfuge or another.Although such legal remedies were ineffectual, segregationists,
enraged by what they considered a federal assault on states’ rights, retaliated with a campaign
of violence. Black people’s churches, schools, and homes were bombed and burned. Southern
police arrested civil rights demonstrators on pretexts of “impeding traffic” and “endangering the
public safety by inflammatory slogans and speeches.”Civil rights activists in the North, organized
by CORE, decided to challenge Southern state laws that compelled blacks to sit in the back of
public buses. In May 1961, they organized racially integrated “Freedom Rides” through the
South for that purpose.They were arrested in North Carolina, South Carolina, and Mississippi; in
South Carolina, John Lewis was beaten. In Aniston, Alabama, one bus was firebombed. When
the first contingent a Greyhound bus stopped in Birmingham, they were beaten by a white mob
organized by the Ku Klux Klan. In Montgomery, they were besieged at the bus terminal by
several thousand more furious whites wielding metal pipes, baseball bats, and other weapons.
“Here they come!” screamed a brunette in a yellow dress. “Get those niggers!”Local police had
been notified in advance with a request for protection. But when the bus door swung open, not
one officer was visible. Students who tried to enter the terminal were seized and thrown over a
rail to a cement parking lot ten feet below the station. Others were pursued and clubbed,
punched, or thrown to the ground.John Seigenthaler, an administrative assistant to Attorney
General Kennedy who was sent along as an observer, was knocked unconscious. Twenty-two of
the Freedom Riders were injured. Police did not arrive until the riot had raged for twenty minutes.
Ambulances phoned for failed to arrive. President Kennedy had to send hundreds of US
marshals to restore order.Alabama Governor John Patterson insisted that it was all the fault of
the Freedom Riders. “I have no use,” he snapped, “for these agitators or their kind.”In 1961,



SNCC began a drive to register black voters in the Mississippi Delta, where they were a majority
of the population but hardly any had succeeded in passing the stringent tests imposed on
blacks. By now some impatient black activists wanted to answer Southern white violence with
black violence. But SNCC was joined by Martin Luther King, Jr. and the Southern Christian
Leadership Council, who urged blacks not to lose faith in the eventual redemption of white
racists through the example of Mahatma Gandhi’s nonviolent campaign of civil disobedience in
India.In April 1963, King’s SCLC led a a boycott movement in Birmingham to convince white-
owned businesses to end segregation and to open employment to people of all races. As they
marched through the city, singing “We Shall Overcome,” the anthem of peaceful black
demonstrators, Birmingham police, led by Safety Commissioner Eugene “Bull” Connor,
assaulted men, women, and children in the procession.They were beaten with clubs and
shocked with electric cattle prods. When some marchers knelt to pray, they were attacked by
police dogs. Firemen turned powerful fire hoses on marchers, knocking them down and
sweeping them along the streets with such force that the streams stripped bark from trees and
tore bricks from walls. More than fifty men and women were severely injured. Almost 2,500
marchers, including many children as well as Dr. King, were jailed.The nation was shocked by
TV newscasts showing the police attacks on the marchers. A fresh cry arose for federal action
against Southern racism. It intensified when, in June, Governor George Wallace of Alabama
vowed to stand in the doorway of the University of Alabama to prevent two black students from
registering. Wallace had been elected with the campaign promise, “Segregation today,
segregation tomorrow, segregation forever!”President Kennedy angrily federalized the state’s
National Guard, who were ordered to protect the black students when they attempted to enter
the university. Wallace made the gesture of standing in the doorway, but he stepped aside when
ordered.“When Americans are sent to Vietnam or West Berlin we do not ask for whites only,”
Kennedy declared. “It ought to be possible, therefore, for American students of any color to
attend any public institution they select without having to be backed up by troops. . . . One
hundred years of delay have passed since President Lincoln freed the slaves, yet their heirs,
their grandsons, are not fully free.”The next day, June 12, 1963, the field secretary for the
National Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP) in Mississippi, Medgar
Evers, was shot in the back and killed.In August, SCLC, CORE, SNCC, and several labor unions
as well as other civil rights groups, organized a dramatic march on Washington, DC, “for Jobs
and Freedom.” One of the largest demonstrations in American history, it attracted over two
hundred thousand people, both black and white. The rally was climaxed by King’s famous
speech, “I have a dream,” delivered at the Lincoln Memorial.“I have a dream,” he cried
eloquently, “that one day on the red hills of Georgia the sons of former slaves and the sons of
former slave owners will be able to sit down together at the table of brotherhood. I have a dream
that even the state of Mississippi, a state sweltering with people’s injustices, with the heat of
oppression, will be transformed into an oasis of freedom and justice. I have a dream that my four
little children will one day live in a nation where they will be judged not by the color of their skin



but by the content of their character.”In his speech of June 11, President Kennedy asked
Congress for an all-embracing civil rights law that would ban discrimination in the use of all
public facilities, including hotels, motels, and restaurants, and would authorize the attorney
general to sue on behalf of any person discriminated against. Blacks then traveling through the
South had to search an average of 174 miles before finding a decent public accommodation that
would admit them for food or lodging.Black student James Meredith (lower right) is told by
Mississippi Lt. Gov. Paul B. Johnson, Jr., that he cannot enter the University of Mississippi.
Meredith was accompanied by federal marshals, but patrolmen would not let him within three
blocks of the Ole Miss campus.Police dogs were used to break up this racial demonstration in
Birmingham, Alabama. Birmingham was one of many US cities, North and South, in which racial
violence by the authorities erupted in the sixties.Three Birmingham police restrain a black
woman during racial protest marches. When Martin Luther King, Jr., began a campaign to end
Birmingham’s discrimination against blacks, the police commissioner used fire hoses and
electric cattle prods on demonstrators.Dr. King’s leadership of the civil rights movement made
him suspect to FBI Chief J. Edgar Hoover, who believed that both civil rights movement were
“Communist-inspired.” To “safeguard national security,” he pressured Attorney General Robert
Kennedy into letting him wiretap the phones of Dr. King, hoping to find evidence that would
discredit the black leader.White racist anger in the South climaxed that year on September 15,
when four young black girls in Sunday school were killed in a bombing of their church. The FBI
traced the murders to the Ku Klux Klan.Blacks mourned with whites when President Kennedy
was assassinated in November. Kennedy’s pending new Civil Rights Act was pushed through
Congress by the new president, Lyndon B. Johnson. And in January 1964, the Twenty-fourth
Amendment was passed, making it illegal to deny any citizen the right to vote in a federal
election for failure to pay a poll tax—the device Southern states had used for a century to keep
blacks from voting.Spring saw the formation of a black Council of Federated Organizations
(COFO), which was a coalition of the CORE, SNCC, NAACP, and SCLC. When COFO
announced a new “Freedom Summer” campaign in Mississippi, the state reacted with alarm.
“Outsiders who come in here and try to stir up trouble,” threatened the Neshoba Democrat,
“should be dealt with in a manner they won’t forget.”The new Freedom Riders, black and white,
came from all over the country—some eight hundred college students, including sixty from the
Boston area and eighty from California. Setting up “freedom schools” in Mississippi, they
registered black voters and shared the physically dangerous part of every black person’s life in
that state.Enraged segregationists destroyed almost forty black churches and beat up hundreds
of summer workers, who were also arrested and jailed by police. Mississippi newspapers
published the names of newly registered voters, identifying blacks by omitting the usual prefix
Mr., Mrs., or Miss. Many of these blacks were visited by their employers, who threatened to fire
them if they dared exercise their franchise and go to the polls.In June 1964, the Klan held a
meeting in Neshoba County, then went to the Mt. Zion Church, where two COFO civil rights
workers, white Michael Schwerner, 25, and black James Chaney, 21, had been organizing a



freedom school. The Klansmen beat up three black men at a church meeting, then returned later
to set the church on fire.
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Nat Nabob, “Five Stars. Would guess it's hard to find a book by Archer that is not well done.”

Cindy Thompson, “growing up in the 60s. I am researching life in the 60s. I grew up in the 60s
and am writing about growing up then.”

David F. Young, “Excellent idealistic look at how people addressed the status quo and made a
difference. This book caught my eye at the library as I was a child and young teen of the 60s
growing up in a suburb of a moderate size city and thus an observer of the times at a very
impressionable time rather than a participant. I have an uncle who was college age during the
60s and was in the ROTC becoming an army medic and stationed in Germany rather than
Vietnam. I have always found this decade fascinating and having many discriminators from the
decades since. This book is very well written, readable, and organized into chapters covering
those discriminators. A chapter at the end addressing the impact on future decades is very well
done. The only criticism I have is that it is not a balanced view and clearly biased toward the
rebellious though the author does admit to that. There are always two sides to a story and it
would have been nice to have such a viewpoint in each chapter if only a few paragraphs or a
chapter devoted to it but there again, not the authors purpose for writing. I believe he was
upholding an ideal that was lost in later decades. I would be very interested in his thoughts/
opinion on our country over the past decade (2005 to present). Overall an excellent read and
recommended.”
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